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The information is out there. But there’s too much of it. We pick out the best of weekly news and
happenings from social media and the web, for you to have a fun time reading and finding resources
from the internet that can help you become better informed  

Be better
informed

MOM’S COOL
RESPONSE TO SCHOOL

WINS NETIZENS 

WHEN A PRINCESS ASKS A
PRINCE TO ‘BOW’

T rust eagle-eyed people to notice little things as was
shown in a viral video from Queen Elizabeth II’s

funeral last week. The video has Prince William’s daugh-
ter Princess Charlotte instructing her brother, Prince
George, to bow while
waiting for the
Queen’s coffin to
pass by. The Prince
followed the
Princess’ instruction
immediately and
‘bowed’. Check link: 

VARUN DHAWAN'S
CHAI-BISCUIT HAS

10 LAKH LIKES

W hen a popular Bollywood
actor dunks his biscuit in tea

and shows it to Twitter, he gets 10
lakh likes (unlike regular mortals
like us). Actor Varun Dhawan
recently shared a video that
showed him enjoying his sweet bis-
cuit in the popular dip-in-tea Indian
way. “Chai loving on sets of
#bhediya”, he wrote while posting
the video. Check link: 

A merican mother and journalist-author
Emily Gould responded to her child’s

school form with a somewhat sarcastic
and good humour comment that was
much lauded on social media. The form
had the usual serious question:
“Academically, one thing I would like
my child to work on this year is...”.
Gould’s answer: “who cares, and he’s
4”. She tweeted the school form and is
getting tons of hearts and views for her
honest answer. Check link:
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“The French Revolution is the ultimate modernist statement.
Destroy everything. Don’t build on the past. There is no past.”

–JOHN CORIGLIANO, AMERICAN COMPOSER OF CONTEMPORARY CLASSICAL MUSIC

https://twitter.com/EmilyGould?ref_

OF THE WEEK

Who is the speaker?
Elizabeth Cox is an education
specialist who has experience
working in a variety of sectors
including children’s media,
EdTech, nonprofits and schools.

What does he say?
“On a daily basis, you spend be-
tween a third and half your
waking hours daydreaming.
That may sound like a huge
waste of time, but scientists
think it must have some
purpose, or humans
wouldn’t have evolved
to do so much of it…
These brain areas
are active, working
together and com-
municating with
each other. Taken to-
gether, they are called
the executive network.
When your mind starts
to wander, a different set
of brain areas becomes ac-

tive. These areas make up the
default mode network. The
name default mode makes it
sound like nothing is going on.
And in fact, for many years, sci-
entists associated this pattern
of activity with rest. But a clos-
er look reveals that these are
the brain areas involved
when we revisit a
memory,
when we
think about our
plans and

hopes, and yes, when our minds
are wandering off on a wild
daydream. The mind can wan-
der to unproductive or distress-
ing places and brood over nega-
tive past events, like an argu-
ment. It can also wander to neu-
tral, everyday matters, like

planning out the rest of
one’s afternoon. But

where mind-wan-
dering really gets
interesting is
when it crosses
into the realm of

free-moving asso-
ciative thought that

you aren’t consciously
directing. This kind of

mind-wandering is associated
with increases in both ideas
and positive emotions, and the
evidence suggests that day-
dreaming can help people envi-
sion ways to reach their goals
and navigate relationships and
social situations.” (Link below)

THE BENEFITS OF 
DAYDREAMING

➥ If a TikTok video
has made you laugh, if

a twitter thread is
interesting or a

search on the web
made you learn some-
thing new, share that

story with us @ 
toinie175@gmail.com

TED
TALK
TED
TALK

https://www.instagram.com/p/Ci1yZFUgg
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What Is French
New Wave?

Known as ‘La Nouvelle Vague’ in
French, the French New Wave is
a film movement that rose to pop-
ularity in the late 1950s in Paris.
The movement arose as a direct
rejection of the then-popular ‘Old
Hollywood’ style of films, which
emphasised strong, easy-to-fol-
low narratives produced by big
studios that controlled most or
all of the creative process. The
primary aim of the French
New Wave was to give direc-
tors full creative control over

their work. The filmmak-
ers to who took this path
changed both cinema and
the film industry at large
– paving the way for
modern independent
auteur filmmaking.

Origin
The French New

Wave began with
a group of film
critics and
cine philes
who wrote
for ‘Cahiers

du cinéma’,
a famous

French
f i l m

maga-

zine owned by André
Bazin. These critics — including
Jean-Luc Godard, François Truf-
faut, and Éric Rohmer — pushed
against big film studios control-
ling the creative process, and
wanted full control of their films.

What is the auteur
theory?

The movement gave birth to ‘au-
teur theory’, a concept of film-
making in which the director has
full creative control and their
artistic identity can be seen in
every movie they make. Mem-
bers of the French New Wave,
mostly Europeans, specifically
revered a few Hollywood direc-
tors and screenwriters, like Or-
son Welles and Alfred Hitchcock,
who they believed were some of
the first auteur filmmakers.

After publishing their ideas,
this group of critics decided to
begin directing feature films of
their own. Since their methods
rejected big studios, these direc-
tors had to work with very small
budgets in order to make their
films, which led to many creative
techniques-like using natural
lighting and sound-that became
mainstays of French New Wave
cinema.

Jean-Luc Godard, the French-Swiss film
director, died on September 13. As a pioneer of
the 1960s French New Wave film movement,
Godard was arguably the most influential French
filmmaker of the post-War era. To
understand cinema, one must learn
about the importance of the French
New Wave that started in the late
1950s. A beginner’s guide… 

3 CHARACTER-
ISTICS THAT
DEFINED
FRENCH NEW
WAVE CINEMA

Rejection of big
studios

1The main motiva-
tion for French
New Wave cinema

was to wrest creative
control from big stu-
dios and put it in the
hands of directors 

Departing from
strong narrative

2While Old
Hollywood films
were all about

immersive, entertain-
ing narratives, French
New Wave films want-
ed to challenge audi-
ences and keep them
from becoming com-
placent while watch-
ing. They used many

innovative techniques — including jump cuts and
actors addressing the audience directly — to
remind viewers they were watching a film.

Expresses complex ideas

3While Old Hollywood films aimed to entertain, most
French New Wave films were about expressing the
directors’ thoughts or emotions. They encouraged

audiences to think both during and after viewing, so the
films often featured long takes that allowed audiences'
minds to wander and bring their own experiences to the
film.

A FEW FILMS TO BEGIN WITH...
➤ The 400 Blows (1959),
directed by François Truffaut
➤ Breathless (A bout de
souffle) (1960), directed by
Jean-Luc Godard
➤ Claire's Knee (1970),
directed by Eric Rohmer

➤ Hiroshima mon amour
(1959), directed by Alain
Resnais
➤ Lift to the Scaffold
(1958), directed by Louis
Malle

Source: masterclass.com

DO THAT!READ THIS
Read this...
Booker Winning author's ode to
French Revolution

If you are a fan of stories set in
historically relevant period by
authors who have won Booker,

this is a good time to read British
author Hilary Mantel’s ‘A
Place of Greater Safety’.
This one didn’t win the
Booker but did win
many other awards.
However, this accurate-
ly historical novel pub-
lished in 1992, beauti-
fully traces the career
of three French
revolutionaries –
Danton, Robe-
spierre, and
Camille
Desmoulins
– from
childhood to
their early

Do that...
‘POP’ OPEN YOUR WORKOUT PLAYLIST 

Fitness freaks who are always on the lookout for exciting playlists
for their workout schedules, can try YouTube channel ‘Epidemic
Pop’. Their latest video that has a fun pop playlist meant, espe-

cially, for revving up your speed and enthusiasm during exercising. It
is a mixtape of energetic music that will keep you going, whether you
are doing Pilates, Zumba, or your regular cardio. Fitness lovers are
lapping it up and using it to zap out the mundane-ness from their
exercise routines. Check link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5u-tYqRQSsE 

Did you know?

It’s mostly because they are too
lazy to say “Neemt u mij
alstublieft niet kwalijk”. Yup,
that’s a sentence, not a word. It is

rather a mouthful and sounds
dreadfully formal. Even just “neem

me niet kwalijk” is longer than
“sorry”, “excuus” or “pardon”.

deaths during the Reign of
Terror of 1794 in France.

Mantel passed away re-
cently in England at age 70,
and leaves behind a rich lega-
cy of literature and two Book-
er awards – she won for the
first time in 2009 for her book
‘Wolf Hall’, and in 2012 for the
book ‘Bring Up the Bodies’.
Both books are historical fic-
tion, the genre she mastered.
For now, you can check out
her earlier book, ‘A Place of
Greater Safety’ that is remem-
bered for capturing the drama
of French Revolution. To get
your own copy, check link:

https://www.amazon.in/Place-Greater-Safety-
Novel/dp/0312426399
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https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_cox_the_
benefits_of_daydreaming/transcript

https://twitter.com/Roya
llyBelle_/sta-
tus/157184071586437529
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François Truffaut

Jean-Luc Godard

Éric Rohmer

Breathless

Hiroshima mon amour

The 400 Blows

The Dutch don’t say 
‘sorry’
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